
SCAN HERE TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY

SEE CARE SHARE WEEK 2023
FRIDAY ACTIVITY - IMPROVING OUR SAFETY CULTURE

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
Activity: Friday Activity - Improving our Safety Culture
Type: Group Activity
Instructions:
Today is the final day of See Care Share Week, but is important that we continue to focus on improving and maintaining a
good safety culture going forward. Today’s Safety Conversation was on Challenger Safety and this means being able to
challenge the way we work, coming up with new ways of working and challenging the ideas of others. This is the most
powerful stage of psychological safety, as it not only allows new ideas to surface and learning from mistakes to occur, but it
can also prevent potentially bad ideas from getting into the workplace. 

Today’s activity is all about understanding what went well this week and then how can we continue to improve using the
Good-Better-How model. The Good-Better-How model is a great way to reflect on our approach to our work, relationships
and behaviour. It helps us to reflect on our accomplishments and what could have been done better. Most importantly it
allows us to critically reflect on how to practically improve in the future. Use the attached worksheet to work through the
questions with your team to identify What are you doing that is Good, What can you do Better and How will you do it? 

Once you have completed today’s activity with your team please complete the short survey on this years See Care Share
Week to help us improve on future campaigns. Complete your survey here or scan the QR code below on your phone and
complete it on your mobile. 

Why not share a photo of your activity and the completed worksheets on Workplace tagging it with #seecareshareweek23
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The Good-Better-How model can be used to continually
review how we are performing and work to improve
going forward. 
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do that wasdo that was

GOOD?GOOD?

What can weWhat can we
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better?better?

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=3bdizUhLvUSQ5-FDoiyOrfkzqSMhYbVJho-R_S3eZAdUOEZQRE9ZUlFOVEY5UU1PVVdYQ1k5WlRJMi4u

